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Basic info about the journal

• NISPAcee launched the Journal of Public Administration and Policy in 2008. The Journal is predominantly devoted to public administration, public policy and public governance issues in Central and Eastern Europe, but high-level submissions from any other part of the world are also considered. The goal is to publish top quality papers based on empirical research (of qualitative, quantitative or mixed character), theoretical articles and literature reviews, developing general public administration, public policy and public governance theory, or their specific dimensions. More practice oriented case studies are newly added track.

• SRJ 2018: Q3, H Index: 7
Most common mistakes that are made by the authors

• The standard article structure (IMRaD) is not respected.

• Many CEE authors still like to propose solutions, without any effective analysis.
Key success factors

• Respect methodology for the given type of article (standard analytical, literature review, cases study).

• Find interesting and related topic.

• Deliver value added.